
Investigating Problem Solving 

and Decision Making

The use of accidentology in CRM



British airways A320 G-EUOE serious incident 

brings safety lessons for

�Flight deck

�Cabin crew
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Introduction



A319 G-EUOE operated by British Airways

London Heathrow  to Oslo, May 24, 2013

Investigation conducted by the UK AAIB

 BEA was an accredited representative (state of 

aircraft design and manufacture of the airplane)
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BA A319 G-EUOE



For complex reasons , the aircraft is released in 

flight with all engine cowlings unlatched
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BA A319 G-EUOE



Flight history
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BA A319 G-EUOE



Crew takes off LHR RW 27L  F/O is PF, Captain 

is PM

At rotation, fan cowls from both engines (45 kg 

each)  detach from aircraft

After take off, passengers press on their cabin 

call button to attract the cabin crew’s attention

SCCM attempts to call flight deck by interphone

Aircraft is  below 1000 ft, as crew is busy, Captain

disregards the call
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G - EUOE



At 1100 ft, AP2 is engaged, THR to CLIMB

A/THR disengages

HYD Yellow Hydraulic Loss (Low level)

Engines checked :  all parameters look ok 

Crew accelerates to 250 kt, climbs to 6000 ft and  

reviews the situation
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G - EUOE



Captain takes over communication & declares

PAN 

Requests radar vectors for a return to LHR

ECAM performed
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G - EUOE



Agitated passengers draw the SCCM’s attention

She goes to assess the status of the right 

overwing exit.

From the aisle, she has a limited view of the 

engine, and does not see fuel is spraying
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G - EUOE



6 mn after her initial call to the cockpit, the SCCM 

calls the flight deck again to say

 « The right engine looks as it was blown open »

The Commander asks no further details but 

indicates he has already decided to return to LHR 
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G - EUOE



Aircraft is vectored towards Lambourne holding, 

F/O (PF) reduces speed to 220 kt

The captain informs the F/O about engine #2  

cowling. From his seat the F/O can even observe 

damage on the leading edge

ATC informs the crew «you’ve left multiple engine 

parts and there was smoke as you left the 

runway», then aircraft is transferred to discrete 

frequency 
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G - EUOE



4 mn after her last call, the SCCM contacts the 

Captain to inform him that the left cowling is also 

missing, and the right cowling had struck the right 

overwing emergency exit

Captain confirms with her both engine cowlings

are missing. He does not enquire any further 

Flight crew briefs landing RW27R in LHR

Aircraft is 27 nm east of airport
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G - EUOE



ECAM FUEL imbalance activates (1 500 kg)

 F/O immediately identifies a probable fuel leak

10 s later, Captain requests vectors for the ILS 

27R

Captain informs ATC about the fuel leak and 5T 

fuel remaining
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G - EUOE



Briefings

Captain makes a PA announcement to the 

passengers

«One engine covers has struck one of the 

doors, but both engines are operating 

normally »
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G - EUOE



Briefings

Captain calls SCCM to cockpit for emergency 

briefing

«Landing in 6 mn, normal landing, aircraft to 

stop on RWY for inspection »

SCCM asks about possibility of fire occurring and 

actions if a fire developed… no specific answer

received

 SCCM : «Anyway, cabin is already secured for 

landing»
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G - EUOE



26 miles from landing

 F/O calculates engine #2  might run down before

landing due to fuel starvation

 No apparent leak on engine #1

 Crew re-briefs Flaps 3 landing and informs ATC that the 

right engine might stop

 F/O recalculates fuel leak (incr.) & makes repeated 

interventions to the Captain to shut down engine #2

 Captain does not agree to shut down the engine
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G - EUOE



Why don’t they agree?

 None of them knows why the other disagrees

 They do not express their true concern

to each other
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G - EUOE



Meanwhile in the cabin

 One passenger highlights fluid leaking from

engine 2 to a CCM

 CCM replies it is not fuel …
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G - EUOE
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G - EUOE



Approach to land

 Aircraft established at 14.7 nm  from RWY, 4000 ft, 

config 2

 Loud bang (thump…), marked swing of aircraft, engine

#2  parameters reducing, 

 Fire warning activates

 A long flame at the back of engine 2 can be observed

by passengers

 Captain shuts engine 2 (without confirmation from F/O)

 He discharges 1st fire extinguisher
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G - EUOE



 Initial approach flown manually by F/O (AP off)

 Captain calls MAYDAY

 Captain discharges second fire extinguisher

 Fire warning remains active 
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G - EUOE



 Final flap configuration selected (3)

 F/O is controlling the side-stick, Capt the TL

 At 500 ft Captain takes over control of the 

aircraft (side stick) and instructs the F/O to 

manage the aircraft’s speed using the thrust

levers
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G - EUOE



Landing

 Crew lands, reversers, park brake on

 Requests assessment of fire

 Requests to evacuate, but told by firemen

engine #1 is still running

 crew shuts down Engine #1

 Aircraft evacuated without enjuries
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G - EUOE
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G - EUOE
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G - EUOE
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BA A319 G-EUOE



Aircraft on the ground

Passengers and crew safe
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My input matters
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What was the main threat during this event ?

 Uncontained fire

 How was the risk of fire analyzed?
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Problem solving



On a time line, what inputs were available to solve

the problem?

 Agitated passengers – intitial call from SCCM

 ECAM HYD Low level + A/THR disengage

 SCCM 1st call « engine 2 has blown open »

The F/O can observe damage on right leading

edge

ATC «you’ve left multiple engine parts and there

was smoke as you left the runway»
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Problem solving 



 Second call from SCCM : engine 1 cowling

blown

 ECAM Fuel imbalance advisory

 F/O makes calculations of fuel leak

 Passenger identifies vaporizing fuel on right 

wing

 Engine parameters reducing

 Fire warning
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Problem solving 
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Inputs affecting the decison making process

What was the first decision made by the crew?

 Return to the departure airport

On which information?

 ECAM WARNING

 Input from SCCM (top of engine 2 blown off)?



F/Os point of view?

He wanted to shut down the engine, made 

numerous requests.

Based on what information?

Why?
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Decision making



Captain’s point of view

He did not  want to shut down engine 2, despite his

insisting first officer

Why?

Based on what information?
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Decision making
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Decision making

Who decided in the end?

Engine 2 
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Decision making

Who actually identified and voiced the risk of fire?

SCCM

Passenger (fluid over the wing) blocked by CCM?

 Fire never verbalized by the pilots

 Cabin crew not briefed about possible emergency 

evacuation

 The QRH does not explicitly mention the risk of fire
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Other factors influenced the decision

making process of the crew
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Application of procedures
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Behavioural markers 



Manual flying
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G - EUOE
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BA A319 G-EUOE
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BA A319 G-EUOE
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Flight path management - manual
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Flight path management - manual
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS



Michelle Obama

«You have a voice! »

Let’s open the lines of communication !
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Conclusion



AAIB report great to read!

https://assets.digital.cabinet-

office.gov.uk/media/5422fd1d40f0b6134200081b/AAIB_S3-

2013_G-EUOE.pdf
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Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention


